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We study the transformation properties of a scalar–tensor theory, coupled to fermions, under the
Weyl rescaling associated with a transition from the Jordan to the Einstein frame. We give a simple
derivation of the corresponding modification to the gauge couplings. After changing frames, this
gives rise to a direct coupling between the scalar and the gauge fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Axions have a coupling to gauge fields resulting from
the existence of a chiral anomaly. Similarly, string ax-
ions must couple to gauge fields in order to cancel gauge
anomalies using a four-dimensional version of the Green–
Schwarz mechanism [1]. These gauge interactions of ax-
ions and axion-like particles leads to a rich phenomenol-
ogy. They give rise to important effects in astrophysics,
causing stars to cool at an accelerated rate [2]. At an-
other extreme there are interesting optical phenomena,
leading to a prospect of detecting axion-like particles
with cavity-based experiments such as ALPS and Gam-
meV [3], or experiments such as CAST and the Tokyo
axion helioscope [4].
Scalar fields have attracted considerable attention fol-
lowing the discovery, less than fifteen years ago, that the
expansion rate of the universe is accelerating [5]. It has
long been known that scalar fields can play a significant
role in a phase of early-universe accelerated expansion, or
‘inflation.’ The same is true in the late universe. How-
ever, if a scalar ‘dark energy’ field is responsible for the
acceleration measured today, there is difficulty. To mod-
ify the expansion rate on cosmological scales, the mass
of the field should be as low as the Hubble rate today,
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of order 10−33 eV. But this would lead to the existence
of a ‘fifth force,’ violating the weak equivalence princi-
ple. Fortunately, mechanisms making the small mass of
the scalar field phenomenologically acceptable on large
scales—and preventing the appearance of a fifth force in
the solar system and in the laboratory—have been dis-
covered.
In certain dark energy models, acceleration is due to
the rolling of a scalar field over a runaway potential [6–9].
Such potentials have a long history in attempts to explain
the dark energy scale [10]. Two methods have been in-
voked to eliminate the unwanted scalar fifth forces which
accompany them: (a) either the chameleon mechanism
[11] or the Vainshtein effect [12], in which the scalar field
is screened by massive bodies due to non-linear effects; or
(b) the Damour–Polyakov mechanism [7], where the cou-
pling of the scalar field to matter is constructed to vanish
dynamically. Similar effects can be achieved in models of
modified gravity. Indeed, under certain circumstances,
modified gravities such as the Dvali–Gabadadze–Poratti
model [13], f(R) theories [14], or the Galileon model [15]
reduce to the inclusion of a new, scalar degree of free-
dom, whose fifth force is either screened by a chameleon
mechanism [16] or the Vainshtein effect. In all these the-
ories the dynamics of the scalar field are determined by
a scalar–tensor theory.
Does the scalar field φ couple to gauge fields such as
the photon? If so, the rich optical phenomenology of
axion-like particles could be extended to models of dark
energy or modified gravity [17–19]. Since φ is a gauge-
singlet, this coupling must involve an interaction with the
gauge field kinetic term of the form f(φ)FabF
ab, where
2Fab = ∂[aAb] is the field strength associated with the
gauge field Aa.
The possibility of such couplings was investigated by
Kaplunovsky & Louis [20] in the context of locally su-
persymmetric effective quantum field theories. After
Weyl rescaling, Kaplunovsky & Louis found that a Wess–
Zumino term was generated, associated with a super-
Weyl anomaly, which necessarily induced an f(φ)FabF
ab
interaction. The function f(φ) was determined entirely
at one-loop level. Kaplunovsky & Louis used these effects
to derive exact threshold corrections [21] to the gauge
couplings from integrating out species above the super-
symmetry breaking scale. The study of such threshold
corrections in string theories has generated a large liter-
ature.
Kaplunovsky & Louis’ result was framed in the con-
text of supergravity. Doran & Ja¨ckel later observed that
changing frame would typically lead to a redefinition
of couplings in any effective field theory [22]. In this
brief note we give an alternative, simpler derivation of
Kaplunovsky & Louis’ result which does not make use of
the methods of supersymmetry or require the application
of superfield Feynman rules, and which applies in any low
energy effective theory.
Weyl rescaling.—A range of scalar–tensor theories exist.
Writing the theory in terms of a metric g˜µν defined so
that the new scalar field does not directly interact with
matter—the ‘Jordan frame’—we focus on theories which
can be written in the form
SJ =
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
M2P
2
B2(φ)R˜ − 1
2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)
]
+ Sm(ψ
i, g˜µν),
(1)
where φ is the new scalar degree of freedom, B(φ) is an
arbitrary function, M2P = (8piG)
−1 is the reduced Planck
mass, and R˜ is the Ricci scalar constructed using the
metric g˜µν . The matter action, Sm, involves an arbitrary
collection of fields ψi coupled to gµν , but not φ. Eq. (1)
includes a wide class of dark energy models, but does not
include infrared modifications of Einstein gravity such as
the ‘Galileon’ [15].
In this frame, φ is coupled non-minimally to gravity
via B2(φ)R˜. In the ‘Jordan frame,’ this encapsulates
how Einstein gravity is modified. However, it is possible
to describe the same modification of gravity in different
ways, by making field redefinitions which do not change
the physics. The Jordan frame action is classically equiv-
alent to an ‘Einstein frame’ theory, written in terms of a
redefined metric gµν , which satisfies
gµν = B
−2(φ)g˜µν . (2)
This rescaling is an example of a Weyl transformation. In
the Einstein frame, the scalar field is minimally coupled
to gµν but couples directly to the matter fields ψi. There
is no principle which can tell us whether the Einstein
frame or Jordan frame is more fundamental. Which we
pick is simply a matter of obtaining the most convenient
description for the problem at hand.
Field-dependent gauge couplings.—It is well-known that
the Maxwell kinetic term FabF
ab is invariant under Weyl
rescalings. Classically, therefore, it follows that if this in-
teraction is absent in one frame it is absent in all frames,
and its inclusion or otherwise is merely a free choice to
be made in model-building.
Kaplunovsky & Louis’ result implies that, after quan-
tization, the change of variables associated with shifting
from one frame to another naturally induces a coupling
between φ and the kinetic term of any gauge field, ei-
ther Abelian or non-Abelian, which is coupled to fermion
species. Therefore, quantization and change of frame do
not commute. From the standpoint of an effective field
theory it is unnatural to take the interaction to be absent:
this corresponds to picking one choice of frame as ‘fun-
damental,’ and all others as ‘derived.’ There is no justifi-
cation for such a choice. Instead, the coupling should be
included and its magnitude constrained by experiment.
In §II we make a quantitative estimate of the effect,
by explicit calculation of the Jacobian associated with
change of variables in the path integral. This can be
accomplished using a method introduced by Fujikawa to
calculate the chiral anomaly [23]. A related calculation of
the conformal anomaly in a chameleon model with con-
formally coupled scalars was given by Nojiri & Odintsov
[24]. Similar anomalous Jacobians were encountered by
Arkani-Hamed & Murayama [25] while studying exact
β-functions in supersymmetric gauge theories. Arkani-
Hamed & Murayama referred to the appearance of a
non-trivial Jacobian as a “rescaling anomaly.” In §III we
summarize the calculation and discuss our conclusions.
We work in a spacetime with signature (−,+,+,+),
and choose units so that ~ = c = 1. Throughout, we sup-
press spinor indices. The four-dimensional Dirac matri-
ces are γa, and satisfy the algebra [γa, γb] = 2ηab. With
our sign conventions, the conjugate of a Dirac spinor is
λ¯ = λ†γ0.
II. GAUGE COUPLINGS FROM WEYL
TRANSFORMATIONS
Our starting point is the scalar–tensor action, Eq. (1).
A redefinition of couplings arises on changing frame be-
cause it is not possible to define the path integral measure
in a way which is invariant under transformations of the
form (2). In our formalism, this is the analogue of the
Weyl rescaling studied by Kaplunovsky & Louis, given in
Eq. (2.23) of their paper [20].
To define the measure, we formally compactify space-
time on a large manifold after performing a Wick ro-
tation. This is an intermediate step: our conclusions
are independent of the details of the compactification,
and continue to apply if we later revert to a noncompact
space. To simplify the presentation, we have kept the
Minkowski-convention signature throughout. We write
3the vielbein on this compact manifold as eaµ; Greek let-
ters label spacetime indices, whereas Latin letters label
Lorentz indices associated with the tangent bundle. The
massless Dirac equation has a discrete eigenvalue spec-
trum λn, where n = 1, 2, . . .,
(/e
µDµ)ψn = λnψn, (3)
where /q = γaqa for any tangent-space vector qa, and ψn
is a Dirac spinor, obeying suitable boundary conditions
if necessary. This step is formally valid only after Wick
rotation to Euclidean signature.
The derivative operatorDµ includes appropriate gauge
terms for charged fermion species,
Dµ = ∂µ − ieAµ + ωµ, (4)
where ωµ is the spin connexion, e is a coupling constant,
and ωµ =
1
8 [γa, γb]ω
ab
µ . We generally neglect this term in
what follows, since it is inessential for obtention of the
anomalous scalar interactions with gauge fields. In any
case, where the compactification manifold is a flat torus,
this gives exact results.
The ψn form a complete, orthogonal set of ba-
sis functions. We choose a normalization so that∫
d4x
√−g ψ¯mψn = δnm. In terms of this basis, a generic
massless spinor λJ , or conjugate spinor λ¯J , can be rep-
resented by a set of coefficients {an, b¯n}, where we have
written
λJ =
∑
n
anψn and λ¯J =
∑
n
b¯nψ¯n. (5)
The subscript ‘J ’ denotes that these are Jordan-frame
fields. It is a familiar idea that the measure [dλ dλ¯] for
integration over λ and λ¯ can be defined by integration
over the coefficients an and b¯n. We define
[dλ dλ¯]J =
∏
n
M3 dan db¯n, (6)
where M is mass scale needed to make the measure di-
mensionally correct, but which plays little role in the
analysis and will not appear in subsequent expressions.
Eq. (6) expresses the functional integral in terms of a
measure on the Jordan-frame fields. We are interested in
determining the transformation law connecting (6) with
the same measure expressed in terms of Einstein-frame
fields. As we will see, this typically contains local di-
vergences which can be absorbed in a redefinition of the
Einstein frame Lagrangian.
On translation to the Einstein frame, the matter action
acquires interactions with φ. In particular, the fermion
kinetic term is not conformally invariant and mixes with
φ. To obtain canonically normalized Einstein-frame fields
we make the change of variable
λE = B
3/2λJ and λ¯E = B
3/2λ¯J , (7)
where we have used that B is real. The S-matrix is invari-
ant under field redefinitions, so this transformation does
not change the physical content of the theory. Written in
terms of these fields, the Einstein frame Lagrangian for
each species of fermion satisfies
LE ⊇ −λ¯E(/eµDµ)λE + h.c, (8)
where ‘h.c.’ denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the pre-
ceding term.
This field redefinition is associated with a Jacobian, or
change of measure, represented by a fermionic determi-
nant. To calculate it, we represent the Einstein-frame
spinor fields in terms of the basis functions ψn and ψ¯n
with coefficients cn and d¯n. Using (6), the change of
variables is
[dλ dλ¯]J =
∣∣∣∣∂(a, b¯)∂(c, d¯)
∣∣∣∣ [dλ dλ¯]E . (9)
where the Jacobian determinant satisfies∣∣∣∣∂(a, b¯)∂(c, d¯)
∣∣∣∣ =
(
det
∂ak
∂cℓ
det
∂b¯m
∂d¯n
)−1
= exp tr ln
∫
d4x
√−g B3/2(ψ¯mψn + ψ¯nψm), (10)
where the trace is over the basis indices m and n.
The completeness relation for ψn and ψ¯n reads
tr ψ¯m(x)ψn(y) = δ(x − y), so Eq. (10) involves the di-
vergent quantity δ(0) and it is clear that this trace will
require regularization.
In general, Eq. (10) represents a complicated redefini-
tion of each local operator in the Lagrangian. However, in
a mean field approximation where φ = φ0 + δφ, its value
can be calculated perturbatively in δφ. This approxima-
tion is reasonable in the physical situations of interest for
optical phenomena associated with coupling of the scalar
to gauge fields, including those in astrophysics and lab-
oratory experiments. Working to first order in δφ and
discarding an infinite δφ-independent prefactor, we find∣∣∣∣∂(a, b¯)∂(c, d¯)
∣∣∣∣ ∝ exp tr 3α2
∫
d4x
√−g δφ (ψ¯mψn + ψ¯nψm),
(11)
where we have defined a coefficient α, satisfying
α =
d lnB
dφ
∣∣∣∣
φ0
, (12)
which has dimension [mass]−1. In what follows it will
sometimes be useful to identify this mass scale explicitly,
writing Mα = α
−1.
Eq. (11) can be evaluated using a standard regulariza-
tion method introduced by Fujikawa [23]. We write the
trace over basis indices in (11) as δ(x−x), and make the
substitution
δ(x − x)→ Tr exp
( /D2x
µ2
)∫ d4k
(2pi)4
eik·(x−y)
∣∣∣
y→x
. (13)
The trace is over spinor indices, and the exponential is
to be interpreted in a matrix sense. In this expression
4we have specialized to flat spacetime, so that /D = γaDa
where Da is the flat gauge-covariant derivative. This is
the only case which has yet been required in phenomenol-
ogy, although the metric coupling could be reintroduced
using /e
µDµ if desired. The subscript ‘x’ on /D indicates
that the differential operator applies only to the explicit
x-dependence, and it is understood that the limit y → x
is to be taken after allowing /Dx to act on terms to its
right. For finite µ, Eq. (13) softly suppresses the contri-
bution of ultraviolet modes with k ≫ µ, while maintain-
ing gauge-invariance: this is the key virtue of Fujikawa’s
method. At the end of the calculation one removes the
regulator by taking µ→∞.
The operator /D
2
can be written
/D
2
= D2 − ie
4
[γa, γb]Fab. (14)
We write the Jacobian as a perturbative shift of the ac-
tion, δS, ∣∣∣∣∂(a, b¯)∂(c, d¯)
∣∣∣∣ = eiδS . (15)
Making use of the elementary identity e−ik·xf(∂a)e
ik·x =
f(∂a + ika), rescaling the momentum integration so that
ka → ka/µ, and expanding the exponential, we find
iδS = −3αµ4
∫
d4x δφ
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
e−k
2
×
(
4− e
2
32µ4
Tr[γa, γb][γc, γd]FabFcd + · · ·
)
,
(16)
where ‘· · · ’ denotes operators of lower engineering dimen-
sion which we have not written explicitly, but which van-
ish on taking the trace, together with terms suppressed
by more powers of 1/µ which will not contribute in the
limit µ→∞.
The first term in round brackets (· · · ) in Eq. (16) is
independent of Fab. It is an infinite renormalization of
the Einstein-frame cosmological constant. This is just a
restatement of the usual cosmological constant problem.
Therefore, discarding this term is harmless. In a more
general theory, we would find infinite renormalizations
of each relevant local operator. The remaining term is
finite. It is a new contribution which we must absorb
in the Einstein frame action. To evaluate it we Wick
rotate to Euclidean signature, making the substitution
k0 → −ikE , where q0 is the timelike component of the
four-vector ka, kE is its Euclidean counterpart, and the
sign is fixed by the requirement that the Euclidean action
becomes a Boltzmann weight of the correct sign. Carry-
ing out the trace over Dirac indices and assembling all
numerical coefficients, we find
δS ⊇ 3e
2α
16pi2
∫
d4x δφF abFab. (17)
In the language of Kaplunovsky & Louis, this is the renor-
malization of the Wilsonian gauge coupling [20].
A contribution of this form arises for each fermion
species. In a theory with Nf species of fermion, the to-
tal shift in the Einstein frame action can be written as
a new, local dimension-five operator coupling δφ and the
gauge-kinetic term,
δLE ⊇ δφ
M5
F abFab, (18)
where the mass-scale M5 satisfies
M5 =
16pi2
3e2Nf
Mα. (19)
Although we have given the calculation only for a mass-
less fermion and Abelian gauge field, it applies for a non-
Abelian field after straightforward modifications. Mass
terms for the fermions were discussed by Arkani-Hamed
& Murayama [25], and can be incorporated perturba-
tively in the present framework. Contributions of order
δφ2 and higher could be retained, if desired, by retain-
ing higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of B in
Eq. (11) and subsequent expressions.
III. DISCUSSION
Eqs. (18)–(19) represent a purely quantum effect as-
sociated with canonical normalization of the charged
fermion species. Before changing variables, there is no
interaction involving φ and the gauge field alone; the
only interaction arises from the fermion kinetic term
L ⊇ B2λ¯(/eµDµ)λ + h.c. After expanding around the
mean field φ0, this gives rise to φAλ¯λ vertices involving
an arbitrary number of φ quanta, a single gauge field,
and a fermion/antifermion pair.
Changing variables to canonically normalized fields in-
troduces a new dimension-five operator, Eq. (18), which
yields a contact interaction between φ and two quanta
of the gauge field. This eliminates the φAλ¯λ vertex. If
the fermion has a mass term, however, then conformal
invariance is broken and a φλ¯λ interaction persists even
after canonical normalization. By computing triangle di-
agrams, one can show that a contact interaction of the
form (18) is introduced at energies sufficiently small that
the fermion λ cannot be resolved. This contribution en-
ters with the same sign as (18), and its associated mass
scale is [26]
M ′5 =
48pi2
e2N>f
Mα, (20)
where N>f indicates the number of charged fermion
species whose mass thresholds have been passed. These
heavy fermions do not appear in an effective theory valid
at energies below the threshold; Eq. (20) summarizes
their residual influence. We note that, in principle, the
5mass scale Mα which appears in (19) and (20) can be
species-dependent but in a minimal theory we can ex-
pect approximately the same scale for each species.
Kaplunovsky & Louis gave an interpretation of the φ-
dependent gauge coupling as a one-loop effect, in which
Eq. (18) arises from diagrams with λ-quanta circulating
in the interior of the loops. However, we emphasize that
Eq. (18) must be absorbed into the Einstein-frame action
whether or not the massive fermion species are integrated
out. Therefore, although these two effects are related
they are not the same. The first is a consequence of
the non-invariance of the fermionic path integral measure
under a Weyl rescaling. The second is due to the path
integral over fermions whose masses explicitly breakWeyl
invariance.
What are the consequences for an effective theory de-
scribing the interactions of φ with gauge fields at low
energies? Such a theory governs the relevance of φ for
optical interactions in astrophysics or the laboratory.
Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) show that when studying the
Einstein-frame phenomenology of a theory with Nf total
fermion species, at energies below the mass threshold of
N>f of these, we should augment whatever bare contact
term of the form (18) exists by a shift of 1/M ′′5 , where
the mass scale M ′′5 is determined by
M ′′5 =
16pi2
e2
Mα
3Nf +
1
3N
>
f
→ 24pi
2
5e2Nf
Mα, (21)
and the limit on the right-hand side corresponds to very
low energies, where all fermion species are integrated
out. If the bare contribution corresponds to a very large
mass scale, this shift will dominate the resulting coupling.
Typically one would expect a coupling to be generated at
least by loops of virtual gravitons, although presumably
strongly suppressed. For a large number of species, we
find that the coupling scale to matter Mm can be much
larger than M ′′5 .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that, in a theory where a scalar field φ
couples to fermionic matter charged under a gauge sym-
metry, a coupling between φ and the gauge fields is au-
tomatically generated via the noninvariance of the path
integral measure under rescaling of the fermion fields.
This opens up a rich phenomenology previously associ-
ated with axion physics. Since scalar fields couple to the
gauge field strength and can be subject to the chameleon
mechanism, physical predictions will differ between mod-
els, as discussed in Refs. [17–19].
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